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Droplet Actuators, Modified Fluids and Methods

Related Applications

In addition to the patent applications cited herein, each of which is incorporated herein by

reference, this patent application is related to and claims priority to U.S. Provisional

Patent Application Nos. 61/092,278, filed on August 27, 2008, entitled "Droplet

Actuators, Modified Fluids and Methods," and 61/094,891, filed on September 6, 2008,

entitled "Droplet Actuators, Modified Fluids and Methods," the entire disclosures of

which are incorporated herein by reference.

This patent application also relates to and incorporates by reference the entire disclosure

of International Patent Application No. PCT/US08/72604, entitled "Use of Additives for

Enhancing Droplet Actuation," filed on August 8, 2008; U.S. Patent Application No.

60/980,620, entitled "Use of Additives for Enhancing Droplet Actuation," filed on

October 17, 2007; and U.S. Patent Application No. 60/954,587, entitled "Use of

Additives for Enhancing Droplet Actuation," filed on August 8, 2007.

Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to the field of conducting droplet operations in a

droplet actuator. In particular, the present invention is directed to droplet actuator designs

and droplet actuator fluid compositions for enhancing droplet operations.

Background of the Invention

Droplet actuators are used to conduct a wide variety of droplet operations. A droplet

actuator typically includes two substrates separated by a gap. The substrates include

electrodes for conducting droplet operations. The space is typically filled with a filler

fluid that is immiscible with the fluid that is to be manipulated on the droplet actuator, so

that the droplet actuator includes a droplet phase in the form of a droplet at least partially

bounded by a filler fluid phase consisting of the filler fluid. The formation and movement

of the droplet phase droplets is controlled by electrodes, which can be employed to

conduct a variety of droplet operations. Because different droplet phase fluids and

droplet operations often require differences in filler fluid properties, and vice versa, there



is a need for new droplet actuator designs and droplet actuator fluid compositions for

enhancing droplet operations.

Brief Description of the Invention

The present invention is directed to droplet actuators, modified fluids and methods.

In one embodiment, a droplet actuator is provided comprising a substrate comprising

electrodes arranged for conducting droplet operations on a droplet operations surface of

the substrate; a filler fluid phase in contact with the droplet operations surface at least

partially surrounding a droplet phase comprising a droplet arranged on one or more of the

electrodes, the filler fluid phase being divided by one or more physical barriers into

zones; and an opening in the one or more physical barriers for transporting the droplet

phase from one zone to another.

In another embodiment, a droplet actuator is provided comprising a droplet operations

substrate; an oil based filler fluid on the droplet operations substrate; and a droplet in

contact with the oil based filler fluid forming an oil-droplet interface, the droplet

comprising an aqueous soluble additive that has a hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) in

the range of about 10 to about 20.

In yet another embodiment, a droplet actuator is provided comprising a droplet operations

substrate; an oil based filler fluid on the droplet operations substrate; and a droplet in

contact with the oil based filler fluid forming an oil-droplet interface, the droplet

comprising an aqueous soluble additive and water soluble particles that do not bind to a

significant quantity of a target substance.

In a further embodiment, a droplet actuator is provided comprising a droplet operations

substrate; an oil based filler fluid on the droplet operations substrate comprising an oil

soluble additive in the filler fluid; and a droplet in contact with the oil based filler fluid.

Definitions

As used herein, the following terms have the meanings indicated.



"Adsorption" is the loss of substances from the droplet phase to solid surfaces of the

droplet actuator.

"Activate" with reference to one or more electrodes means effecting a change in the

electrical state of the one or more electrodes which results in a droplet operation.

"Bead," with respect to beads on a droplet actuator, means any bead or particle that is

capable of interacting with a droplet on or in proximity with a droplet actuator. Beads

may be any of a wide variety of shapes, such as spherical, generally spherical, egg

shaped, disc shaped, cubical and other three dimensional shapes. The bead may, for

example, be capable of being transported in a droplet on a droplet actuator or otherwise

configured with respect to a droplet actuator in a manner which permits a droplet on the

droplet actuator to be brought into contact with the bead, on the droplet actuator and/or

off the droplet actuator. Beads may be manufactured using a wide variety of materials,

including for example, resins, and polymers. The beads may be any suitable size,

including for example, microbeads, microparticles, nanobeads and nanoparticles. In some

cases, beads are magnetically responsive; in other cases beads are not significantly

magnetically responsive. For magnetically responsive beads, the magnetically responsive

material may constitute substantially all of a bead or one component only of a bead. The

remainder of the bead may include, among other things, polymeric material, coatings, and

moieties which permit attachment of an assay reagent. Examples of suitable magnetically

responsive beads are described in U.S. Patent Publication No. 2005-0260686, entitled,

"Multiplex flow assays preferably with magnetic particles as solid phase," published on

November 24, 2005, the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference for

its teaching concerning magnetically responsive materials and beads. The fluids may

include one or more magnetically responsive and/or non-magnetically responsive beads.

Examples of droplet actuator techniques for immobilizing magnetic beads and/or non

magnetic beads and/or conducting droplet operations protocols using beads are described

in U.S. Patent Application No. 11/639,566, entitled "Droplet-Based Particle Sorting,"

filed on December 15, 2006; U.S. Patent Application No. 61/039,183, entitled

"Multiplexing Bead Detection in a Single Droplet," filed on March 25, 2008; U.S. Patent

Application No. 61/047,789, entitled "Droplet Actuator Devices and Droplet Operations

Using Beads," filed on April 25, 2008; U.S. Patent Application No. 61/086,183, entitled

"Droplet Actuator Devices and Methods for Manipulating Beads," filed on August 5,

2008; International Patent Application No. PCT/US2008/053545, entitled "Droplet



Actuator Devices and Methods Employing Magnetic Beads," filed on February 11, 2008;

International Patent Application No. PCT/US2008/058018, entitled "Bead-based

Multiplexed Analytical Methods and Instrumentation," filed on March 24, 2008;

International Patent Application No. PCT/US2008/058047, "Bead Sorting on a Droplet

Actuator," filed on March 23, 2008; and International Patent Application No.

PCT/US2006/047486, entitled "Droplet-based Biochemistry," filed on December 11,

2006; the entire disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference.

"Carryover" occurs when substances that are lost from the droplet phase via, for example,

adsorption and/or partitioning, make their way into another droplet phase (e.g., from one

droplet phase droplet to another droplet phase droplet), resulting in droplet phase cross-

contamination.

"Droplet" means a volume of liquid on a droplet actuator that is at least partially bounded

by filler fluid. For example, a droplet may be completely surrounded by filler fluid or

may be bounded by filler fluid and one or more surfaces of the droplet actuator. Droplets

may, for example, be aqueous or non-aqueous or may be mixtures or emulsions including

aqueous and non-aqueous components. Droplets may take a wide variety of shapes;

nonlimiting examples include generally disc shaped, slug shaped, truncated sphere,

ellipsoid, spherical, partially compressed sphere, hemispherical, ovoid, cylindrical, and

various shapes formed during droplet operations, such as merging or splitting or formed

as a result of contact of such shapes with one or more surfaces of a droplet actuator.

"Droplet Actuator" means a device for manipulating droplets. For examples of droplets,

see U.S. Patent 6,91 1,132, entitled "Apparatus for Manipulating Droplets by

Electrowetting-Based Techniques," issued on June 28, 2005 to Pamula et al.; U.S. Patent

Application No. 11/343,284, entitled "Apparatuses and Methods for Manipulating

Droplets on a Printed Circuit Board," filed on filed on January 30, 2006; U.S. Patents

6,773,566, entitled "Electrostatic Actuators for Microfluidics and Methods for Using

Same," issued on August 10, 2004 and 6,565,727, entitled "Actuators for Microfluidics

Without Moving Parts," issued on January 24, 2000, both to Shenderov et al.; Pollack et

al., International Patent Application No. PCT/US2006/047486, entitled "Droplet-Based

Biochemistry," filed on December 11, 2006, the disclosures of which are incorporated

herein by reference. Methods of the invention may be executed using droplet actuator

systems, e.g., as described in International Patent Application No. PCT/US2007/009379,



entitled "Droplet manipulation systems," filed on May 9, 2007. In various embodiments,

the manipulation of droplets by a droplet actuator may be electrode mediated, e.g.,

electrowetting mediated or dielectrophoresis mediated.

"Droplet operation" means any manipulation of a droplet on a droplet actuator. A droplet

operation may, for example, include: loading a droplet into the droplet actuator;

dispensing one or more droplets from a source droplet; splitting, separating or dividing a

droplet into two or more droplets; transporting a droplet from one location to another in

any direction; merging or combining two or more droplets into a single droplet; diluting a

droplet; mixing a droplet; agitating a droplet; deforming a droplet; retaining a droplet in

position; incubating a droplet; heating a droplet; vaporizing a droplet; condensing a

droplet from a vapor; cooling a droplet; disposing of a droplet; transporting a droplet out

of a droplet actuator; other droplet operations described herein; and/or any combination of

the foregoing. The terms "merge," "merging," "combine," "combining" and the like are

used to describe the creation of one droplet from two or more droplets. It should be

understood that when such a term is used in reference to two or more droplets, any

combination of droplet operations sufficient to result in the combination of the two or

more droplets into one droplet may be used. For example, "merging droplet A with

droplet B," can be achieved by transporting droplet A into contact with a stationary

droplet B, transporting droplet B into contact with a stationary droplet A, or transporting

droplets A and B into contact with each other. The terms "splitting," "separating" and

"dividing" are not intended to imply any particular outcome with respect to size of the

resulting droplets (i.e., the size of the resulting droplets can be the same or different) or

number of resulting droplets (the number of resulting droplets may be 2, 3, 4, 5 or more).

The term "mixing" refers to droplet operations which result in more homogenous

distribution of one or more components within a droplet. Examples of "loading" droplet

operations include microdialysis loading, pressure assisted loading, robotic loading,

passive loading, and pipette loading. In various embodiments, the droplet operations may

be electrode mediated, e.g., electrowetting mediated or dielectrophoresis mediated.

"Filler fluid" means a fluid associated with a droplet operations substrate of a droplet

actuator, which fluid is sufficiently immiscible with a droplet phase to render the droplet

phase subject to electrode-mediated droplet operations. The filler fluid may, for example,

be a low-viscosity oil, such as silicone oil. Other examples of filler fluids are provided in

International Patent Application No. PCT/US2006/047486, entitled, "Droplet-Based



Biochemistry," filed on December 11, 2006; and in International Patent Application No.

PCT/US2008/072604, entitled "Use of additives for enhancing droplet actuation," filed

on August 8, 2008.

"Immobilize" with respect to magnetically responsive beads, means that the beads are

substantially restrained in position in a droplet or in filler fluid on a droplet actuator. For

example, in one embodiment, immobilized beads are sufficiently restrained in position to

permit execution of a splitting operation on a droplet, yielding one droplet with

substantially all of the beads and one droplet substantially lacking in the beads.

"Magnetically responsive" means responsive to a magnetic field at a field strength

suitable for substantially immobilizing beads on a droplet actuator. "Magnetically

responsive beads" include or are composed of magnetically responsive materials.

Examples of magnetically responsive materials include paramagnetic materials,

ferromagnetic materials, ferrimagnetic materials, and metamagnetic materials. Examples

of suitable paramagnetic materials include iron, nickel, and cobalt, as well as metal

oxides, such as Fe3O4, BaFeI2Oi9, CoO, NiO, Mn2O3, Cr2O3, and CoMnP. "Magnetically

responsive" means not significantly responsive to a magnetic field at a field strength

suitable for immobilizing beads on a droplet actuator.

"Partitioning" is the transfer of substances from the droplet phase to the filler fluid phase.

"Target" substances are those substances which are usefully retained in the droplet phase,

e.g., because they are analytes or reagents involved in the chemical or biochemical

reactions for which the droplet actuator is intended, or because they are waste products

that could contaminate the filler fluid phase.

"Washing" with respect to washing a magnetically responsive bead means reducing the

amount and/or concentration of one or more substances in contact with the magnetically

responsive bead or exposed to the magnetically responsive bead from a droplet in contact

with the magnetically responsive bead. The reduction in the amount and/or concentration

of the substance may be partial, substantially complete, or even complete. The substance

may be any of a wide variety of substances; examples include target substances for

further analysis, and unwanted substances, such as components of a sample,

contaminants, and/or excess reagent. In some embodiments, a washing operation begins



with a starting droplet in contact with a magnetically responsive bead, where the droplet

includes an initial amount and initial concentration of a substance. The washing

operation may proceed using a variety of droplet operations. The washing operation may

yield a droplet including the magnetically responsive bead, where the droplet has a total

amount and/or concentration of the substance which is less than the initial amount and/or

concentration of the substance. Other embodiments are described elsewhere herein, and

still others will be immediately apparent in view of the present disclosure.

Except where otherwise indicated, the terms "top" and "bottom" are used throughout the

description with reference to the top and bottom substrates of the droplet actuator for

convenience only, since the droplet actuator is functional regardless of its position in

space.

When a droplet is described as being "on" or "loaded on" a droplet actuator, it should be

understood that the droplet is arranged on the droplet actuator in a manner which

facilitates using the droplet actuator to conduct one or more droplet operations on the

droplet, the droplet is arranged on the droplet actuator in a manner which facilitates

sensing of a property of or a signal from the droplet, and/or the droplet has been subjected

to a droplet operation on the droplet actuator.

When a liquid in any form (e.g., a droplet or a continuous body, whether moving or

stationary) is described as being "on", "at", or "over" an electrode, array, matrix or

surface, such liquid could be either in direct contact with the

electrode/array/matrix/surface, or could be in contact with one or more layers or films that

are interposed between the liquid and the electrode/array/matrix/surface.

When a droplet is described as being "on" or "loaded on" a droplet actuator, it should be

understood that the droplet is arranged on the droplet actuator in a manner which

facilitates using the droplet actuator to conduct one or more droplet operations on the

droplet, the droplet is arranged on the droplet actuator in a manner which facilitates

sensing of a property of or a signal from the droplet, and/or the droplet has been subjected

to a droplet operation on the droplet actuator.



Large molecular weights are generally about 1000 mw or higher. Small molecular

weights are generally less than 1000. Long chains are 50 carbons (for hydrocarbons) or

longer or 50 silicons (silicone based) or longer. Short chains are generally less than 50.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 illustrates a side view of a portion of a droplet actuator, showing an oil film

between the droplet and the surfaces of the droplet actuator;

Figures 2 illustrates a side view of a portion of a droplet actuator that includes layered

filler fluids for assisting to maintain the stability of the oil film;

Figure 3 illustrates a side view of a portion of a droplet actuator that includes physical

structures for droplet retention;

Figure 4A illustrates a side view of a portion of a droplet actuator that includes a droplet

transport region that requires a certain electrowetting voltage for transporting droplets;

Figure 4B illustrates a side view of another portion of the droplet actuator of Figure 4A

that includes an on-chip reservoir that requires a certain electrowetting voltage for

dispensing droplets;

Figure 4C illustrates a side view of yet another portion of the droplet actuator of Figure

4A that includes an off-chip reservoir that requires yet another certain electrowetting

voltage for dispensing droplets; and

Figure 5 illustrates a top view of the droplet actuator of Figures 4A, 4B, and 4C and

shows the different regions therein that may require different voltages.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The invention provides modified droplet actuators, improved fluids for use on droplet

actuators, droplet actuators including the improved fluids, and methods of conducting

droplet operations using the improved fluids and/or modified droplet actuators. Droplet

actuators typically employ a droplet phase (e.g., reagents, samples, etc.) and a filler fluid



phase (e.g., filler fluids). The invention provides modified fluids for use in one or both of

these phases. The modifications of the invention have a variety of improved attributes

relative to existing fluids. For example, in certain embodiments, the modified fluids

reduce (relative to corresponding fluids lacking the modifications described herein) or

minimize or substantially eliminate loss of target substances from the hydrophilic phase

due, for example, to the effects of adsorption and/or partitioning of target substances.

Further, in certain embodiments, the modified fluids reduce (relative to corresponding

fluids lacking the modifications described herein) or minimize or substantially eliminate

carryover of target substances. The improved target substance retention is achieved

without substantial reduction in the capability of the droplets to be subjected to one or

more droplet operations on a droplet actuator of the invention.

In one embodiment, the invention provides droplet phase and filler fluid phase fluids

including certain additives. The additives may improve retention of target substances in

the droplet phase and/or improve droplet operations. Further, the invention provides

droplet actuators including the modified droplet phase and/or filler fluid phase fluids of

the invention. The invention also provides methods of conducting droplet operations

using such modified droplet phase and/or filler fluid phase fluids of the invention, which

methods exhibit improved retention of target substances in the droplet phase and/or

improved droplet operations relative to corresponding fluids lacking the additives

described herein.

As will be discussed in more detail in the ensuing sections, the invention exhibits

advantages including, but not limited to: (1) reducing adsorption, such as by adding an

additive to the droplet phase and/or filler fluid phase in order to render one or more target

components less likely to adsorb to surfaces of the droplet actuator, (2) reducing

partitioning, such as by adding an additive to the droplet phase and/or filler fluid phase in

order to reduce the partitioning of one or more target components into the filler fluid

phase, (3) reducing carryover, such as by adding an additive to the droplet phase and/or

filler fluid phase in order to reduce the carryover of one or more target components from

one droplet phase to another droplet phase, and (4) improve one or more droplet

operations relative to droplet actuators lacking the modifications and/or improved fluids;

and (5) any combinations of (1), (2), (3) and (4).



The invention also provides modified droplet actuators, fluids and methods for

maintaining oil film stability in a droplet actuator. The maintenance of the oil film

between the droplet and the surface of the droplet actuator is an important factor in

optimum operation of the droplet actuator. A stabilized oil film leads to less

contamination, such as contamination due to absorption and resorption. In addition,

maintenance of the oil film provides for more direct electrowetting and allows for the use

of lower voltages for droplet operations.

7.1 Aqueous-soluble Additives

The invention may include providing an aqueous soluble additive in a droplet phase on a

droplet actuator. In one example, the additive includes an aqueous soluble substance that

has a hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) in the range of about 10 to about 20. In another

example, the additive includes an aqueous soluble substance that has a hydrophile-

lipophile balance (HLB) in the range of about 11 to about 20. In another example, the

additive includes an aqueous soluble substance that has a hydrophile-lipophile balance

(HLB) in the range of about 12 to about 20. In another example, the additive includes an

aqueous soluble substance that has a hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) in the range of

about 13 to about 20. In another example, the additive includes an aqueous soluble

substance that has a hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) in the range of about 14 to about

20. In another example, the additive includes an aqueous soluble substance that has a

hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) in the range of about 15 to about 20.

Examples of suitable additives include, but are not limited to, polysorbate 20, which is

commercially available as Tween 20, and Triton X-100. Tween 20 may be supplied

by, for example, Pierce Biotechnology, Inc. (Woburn, MA). Triton® X-100 may be

supplied by, for example, Rohm & Haas Co (Philadelphia, PA).

The aqueous-soluble additive may selected and provided in an amount sufficient to

interfere with adsorption, partitioning and/or carryover to the extent that the adsorption,

partitioning and/or carryover is reduced relative to the adsorption, partitioning and/or

carryover of the component in the absence of the additive. The aqueous-soluble additive

may selected and provided in an amount sufficient to enhance a droplet operation relative

to a corresponding droplet actuator system lacking the additive.



In one embodiment when additive includes Tween® 20. The concentration of Tween® 20

in the droplet phase may, for example, be in the range of from about 001% to about 0.2%

by volume, or from about 0.005% to about 0.1% by volume, or from about 0.01% to

about 0.08% by volume.

In one embodiment, additive includes Triton X-100. The concentration of Triton X-100

in the droplet phase may, for example, be in the range of from about 0.001% to about

0.2% by volume, or from about 0.005% to about 0.1% by volume, or from about 0.01% to

about 0.08% by volume.

In another example, the additive may be an organic solvent, such as dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) supplied by Gaylord Chemical Corporation (Slidell, LA). The concentration of

DMSO in the droplet phase may, for example, be in the range of from about 0.01% to

about 5% by volume, or from about 0.1% to about 2% by volume, or from about 0.5% to

about 1% by volume.

A variety of additives may be added to the droplet phase to improve droplet operations by

increasing solubility of the target. Examples include 1,3 -propanediol; 1,4-butanediol;

1,5-pentanediol; 2,2,2- trifluoroethanol; 2-propanol; 3-mercaptopropionic acid; acetic

acid; butyl chloride; chloroform (with ethanol, e.g., 1% ethanol); diethylene glycol;

dimethyl sulfoxide; dimethylformamide; ethanol; ethylene glycol; formamide; formic

acid; glycerol; isoamyl alcohol; mercaptoethanol; methanol; N,N-dimethlyformamide; N-

methlyacetamide; phenol; pyridine; triethanolamine; Methylene glycol; and

trifluoroacetic acid. Preferred organic solvent additives are those in which the target has a

solubility which is greater than about 10 mg/mL.

Still other suitable additives include partially fluorinated surfactants, such as

lH,lH,2H,2H-perfluoro-l-decanol and lH,lH,2H,2H-perfluoro-l-octanol; as well as

perfluorinated surfactants, such as perfluorodecanoic acid and perfluorododecanoic acid.

An important class of additives for use in the droplet fluid phase is aqueous soluble

fluorinated surfactants. A list of fluorinated surfactants is available in Chapter 1

"Fluorinated Surfactants and Repellents" By Erik Kissa, Published by CRC Press, 2001,

the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference. Other suitable

fluorinated surfactants are described in Michael Terrazas & Rudi Dams, "A new



generation of fluorosurfactants," Speciality Chemicals Magazine, March 2004, vol 24 no

3, the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

Combinations of any of the foregoing surfactants may be used as filler fluid phase

additives in accordance with the invention. Further, combinations of organic solvents, as

well as combinations of any water miscible solvents with water may also be used in

accordance with the invention. Moreover, combinations of foregoing surfactants and

organic solvent additives may be used.

The invention also provides a droplet actuator, such as droplet actuator 200, having one or

more aqueous droplets including one or more additives selected and provided in an

amount which reduces the loss of target substances due to adsorption and/or partitioning.

The invention also includes a method of conducting a droplet operation during which

operation the droplet includes one or more additives selected and provided in an amount

that reduces the loss of target substances due to adsorption and/or partitioning.

In some cases, the surfactant molecules in the aqueous droplets tend to diffuse to the

interface of the droplet causing a decrease in the oil-water interfacial tension over time.

In some embodiments, it may be useful to diffuse surfactant molecules through the bulk

of the droplet phase or otherwise reduce accumulation of the surfactant molecules at the

droplet phase/filler fluid phase interface. One solution to this issue involves including

water soluble particles, such as polystyrene particles, in the droplet phase. The particles

are provided in an amount that enhances mixing within the droplet or otherwise reduces

accumulation of surfactant molecules at the interface. In one embodiment, beads, such as

polystyrene particles, are selected which tend to migrate to the oil-water interface, thereby

reducing accumulation of surfactants at the interface keeping the surfactant within the

aqueous phase.

7.2 Oil Soluble Additives

In addition to, or as an alternative to, the water soluble additives described above, certain

oil soluble additives may be useful in the filler fluid phase for reducing loss of target

droplet phase components from the droplet phase and/or for improving droplet operations.

Examples of suitable additives include nonionic low HLB (hydrophile-lipophile balance)

surfactants. The HLB is preferably less than about 10 or less than about 5. Suitable



examples include: Triton X- 15 (HLB=4.9); Span 85 (HLB 1.8); Span 65 (2.1); Span 83

(3.7); Span 80 (4.3); Span 60 (4.7); and fluorinated surfactants.

For example, oil-soluble filler fluid additives may include Span-85 (sorbitan trioleate)

and/or Triton®X-15. Span-85 may be supplied by, for example, Merck Schuchardt OHG

(Germany). Triton X-15 may be supplied by, for example, Rohm & Haas Co

(Philadelphia, PA).

Filler fluid additives are preferably selected and provided in an amount which (1) enables

the droplet actuator to conduct or repeat more droplet operations compared to

corresponding droplet actuator without the additives; and/or (2) enables one or more

droplet operations on the droplet actuator that are not possible on a corresponding droplet

actuator without the additives; and/or (3) makes one or more droplet operations more

reliable on the droplet actuator as compared to corresponding droplet actuator without the

additives; and/or (4) results in less loss of target substance from the droplet phase during

droplet operations as compared to a corresponding droplet operations in the absence of

the additives.

In a related example, surfactant(s) are selected and provided in an amount which makes

one or more droplet operations possible or more reliable for droplets including one or

more specific reagents or mixtures on the droplet actuator as compared to droplet

operations for the same droplets including one or more specific reagents or mixtures on a

corresponding droplet actuator without the surfactant(s). In another related example,

surfactant(s) are selected and provided in an amount which makes one or more droplet

operations possible or more reliable for one or more droplets including amphiphilic

molecules on the droplet actuator as compared to droplet operations for the same droplets

including amphiphilic molecules on a corresponding droplet actuator without the

surfactant(s).

In one example, the concentration of Span-85 in the filler fluid phase is about 0.05% by

volume. In yet another example, the concentration of Triton® X-15 in the filler fluid

phase is in the range of about 0.05% to about 0.1% by volume. In yet another example,

the concentration of Triton®X-15 in the filler fluid phase is about 0.2% by volume.



In another embodiment when the filler fluid phase additive includes Triton X-15. The

concentration of Triton X-15 in the filler fluid phase may, for example, be in the range of

from about 0.001% to about 0.3% by volume, or from about 0.005% to about 0.2% by

volume, or from about 0.05% to about 0.2% by volume.

An important class of additives for use in the filler fluid phase is oil soluble fluorinated

surfactants. A comprehensive list of fluorinated surfactants is available in Chapter 1

"Fluorinated Surfactants and Repellents" By Erik Kissa, Published by CRC Press, 2001,

the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

In other embodiment, the filler fluid phase additive includes surfactants with oleophilic &

hydrophilic groups. The oleophilic groups may, for example, be hydrocarbon or silicone

based. In one embodiment, the surfactant has an HLB which is less than about 5 and a

small hydrophilic group. In another embodiment, the surfactant has a long

hydrophobic(oleophilic) chains, e.g., polymeric surfactants, such as silicone polymeric

surfactants.

In yet another embodiment, the surfactants include oleophobic, oleophilic and hydrophilic

groups. For example, the oleophobic groups may include fluorinated groups. The

oleophilic groups may include hydrocarbon/silicone groups. In one embodiment, the

surfactant has a short or low mw hydrophilic group. In another embodiment, the

surfactant has a short or low mw fluorinated group. In one embodiment, the surfactant

has a short or low mw hydrophilic group and a long or high mw hydrophobic or

oleophilic group. In yet another embodiment, the surfactant has a short or low mw

fluorinated group and a long or high mw hydrophobic or oleophilic group. In certain

embodiments, such as semifluorinated alkanes, the surfactant may lack a hydrophilic

group. Further, certain surfactants suitable for use in the present invention lack a

hydrophilic group and include a short fluorinated group or a short fluorinated group with

a long hydrophobic group. As described herein, short fluorines have generally 20 or less,

15 or less, or 10 or less fluorinated groups (eg -CF2- or CF3-). In one embodiment, the

surfactant is a fluorosilicone.

Silicone surfacants may be used as filler fluid additives in accordance with the invention.

Examples include DBE-224, DBE-62 1, and ABP-263, manufactured by Gelest.



Hydrocarbon surfactants are also suitable additives for the filler fluid phase. Examples

include Tetronic 701, Tetronic 901, Tetronic 70R2, Tetronic 150R4, Tetronic 11ORl,

Tetronic 1301, Tetronic 150Rl, Tetronix 1502, Pluronic 25Rl, Pluronic LlOl, Pluronic

L61, Pluronic L81, Plurafac A-24, by BASF; IGEPAL CA-210 and IGEPAL CO-210 by

GEF; and SPAN 60, SPAN 65, SPAN 80, SPAN 85, ARLACEL 60, ARLACEL 83, BRIJ

52, BRIJ 93, ATMUL 500, ARSURF 2802, by ICI.

Fluorinated surfactants are also useful as additives to the filler fluid phase, e.g., PolyFox

PF-636, 6320, 656, 6520, 651, 652 by Omnova; Masurf FS-910, FS-1400, FS-1900 by

Mason Chemical Company; FC-4432 by 3M; FMS-141, FMS-736, FMS- 121 (all

examples of fluorosilicones) by Gelest; Zonyl 8857 and Zonyl FTS by Dupont; and

fluorinated surfactants without hydrophilic groups.

7.2.1 Combinations of Surfactants

Combinations of surfactants may be used as droplet phase additives in accordance with

the invention. Many droplet operations scenarios essentially have conflicting

interfacial tension requirements. For example, while large-volume dispensing from a 2

mm dia opening is ideally conducted using a low interfacial tension, transport of droplets

without tailing, hyperstability of droplets in the reservoir and bead handling are all best

conducted using a moderate-to-large interfacial tension. Often, handling biological

samples with a high protein load also imposes additional requirements on the surfactant

solubility and HLB values.

In one embodiment of the invention, multiple surfactants are combined to satisfy different

interfacial tension requirements for a particular application. For example, Span 85 is

useful for selectively reducing the surface tension of oil, Triton X l 5 is useful for covering

the droplet phase/filler fluid interface and thus preventing proteins from accumulating at

the interface. Span 85 can be combined with very small quantities of Span 80 or a

polymeric surfactant that can accumulate at the droplet phase/filler fluid interface and

mimic the Triton X l 5 property, but still rendering a low oil surface tension. In one

embodiment, the invention provides a filler fluid doped with a first surfactant having an

HLB that is less than about 2 and a second surfactant having an HLB that is between

about 2 and about 5. In another embodiment, the first surfactant forms forming the major

proportion of surfactant and the second surfactant is included in trace quantities.



7.3 Changing pH to Adjust Solubility

The invention includes a droplet actuator having a droplet thereon having a target

substance therein, where the droplet has a pH which has been adjusted away from the

isoelectric point of the target substance in order to increase the solubility of the target

substance. Similarly, the invention provides a method for preparing a fluid for

conducting one of more droplet operations on a droplet actuator, where the method

comprises adjusting the pH of the fluid in a direction which is away from the isoelectric

point of the target substance in order to increase the solubility of the target substance. The

adjustment may, for example, be achieved by combining the droplet with another droplet

having a different pH. The invention further includes methods of conducting droplet

operations, where the droplet operations are conducted using a droplet in which the pH

has been adjusted as described here. The droplet having the adjusted pH may be wholly

or partially surrounded by a filler fluid while present on the droplet actuator and/or while

undergoing droplet operations.

Another aspect of the invention relates to changing the pH of a droplet in order to

increase retention of a target substance in the droplet. For example, a first droplet having

a target substance and a first pH may be combined with a second droplet having a second

pH which is different from the fist pH. When the first droplet and second droplet are

combined using one or more droplet operations, the resulting combined droplet has a pH

which is adjusted relative to the pH of the first droplet. In one aspect of the invention, the

pH of the second droplet is selected so that the pH of the first droplet will be adjusted in a

direction which is which is away from the isoelectric point of the target substance.

7.4 Filler Fluid Zones

The invention also provides an embodiment in which a single chip includes multiple oil

zones. For example, different zones may have different additives or different surfactants

or surfactant concentrations. Each zone may be loaded with an appropriate filler fluid

formulation (surfactant concentration, viscosity, etc) to assist with droplet operations and

other functions that are to occur within that zone. The zones may be separated by

physical barriers, such as strips of gasket. For example, different parts of the assay

protocol occur in each zone: the filler fluid in a washing zone may be doped with a higher

concentration of surfactant to assist wash buffer loading from large off-chip wells; the

filler fluid in the detection zone may have a reduced amount of surfactant to assist in



transport of double droplets using a single electrode. An opening in the barriers may be

associated with an electrode path for transporting droplets from one barrier to another.

Filler fluids may mix through the openings so long as the mixing is not sufficient to

eliminate the benefits conferred by the tailored zones.

The droplet actuator layout is scalable, such that a droplet actuator may include a few as

one filler fluid zone up to tens, hundreds or more filler fluid zones.

In some cases, filler fluids may be selected with appropriate properties to prevent mixing

between the filler fluids in different zones. For example, a fluorinated oil may be

provided in a middle zone between two non-fluorinated oils.

In one specific embodiment, the invention provides a PCR chip with base fluid that is

generally used throughout the droplet actuator except in heated locations where the

temperature would be unduly detrimental to droplet operations using the base fluid; and a

heat stable filler fluid that is used in heated locations where the temperature would be

unduly detrimental to electowetting function using the base fluid. For example, in one

embodiment, 2.0 cSt Silicone oil is used as the base oil and hexadacane is used in regions

that are sufficiently heated to be unduly detrimental to electowetting function with the

silicone oil.

In another embodiment, the opening in a barrier between zones may be sealed with a wax

plug. In operation, when sufficient heat is applied, the wax melts. The wax droplet may

be immiscible with the surrounding filler fluid and may be transported away from the

opening. The wax droplet may be transported into the using droplet operations and

cooled to seal the opening.

7.5 Heating Elements

In general, thermal control may be provided in three ways: (1) thermal control of the

entire droplet actuator; (2) thermal control of a region of a droplet actuator using a heater

that is in contact with or in proximity to the controlled region; and (3) thermal control of a

region of the droplet actuator or the entire droplet actuator using a heater that is integrated

into the droplet actuator (e.g., in the substrate comprising the path or array of electrodes



and/or in a top substrate of the droplet actuator, when present). Combinations of the

foregoing approaches are also possible.

In an integrated heater approach, temperature zones can be created and controlled using

thermal control systems directly integrated into the droplet actuator. Thermal control

elements (heating and/or cooling) may be integrated on the bottom substrate and/or top

substrate (when present) of the droplet actuator and on the bottom and/or top surface of

either substrate, or integrated within the structure of either substrate, or arranged between

substrates. In one embodiment, the heating element is located in the barrier between filler

fluid zones.

Each filler fluid zone may include distinct heating elements and may thus serve as a

distinct thermal zone within the droplet actuator. This arrangement permits multiple steps

in an analysis, such as sample preparation and thermal cycling, requiring different

temperatures to be performed simultaneously at different temperatures in different filler

fluid zones on a droplet actuator. For example, droplets can be physically transported or

shuttled between filler fluid zones of different fixed temperatures to perform thermal

cycling for an amplification reaction.

In one embodiment, heaters in the filler fluid zones may be formed using thin conductive

films. Examples of suitable thin films include Pt heater wires and transparent indium-tin-

oxide (ITO). In one embodiment, tiny metal (e.g., copper) vias in the PCB substrate are

used to create tight thermal junctions between the liquid and the remote TC. An external

thermocouple (TC) for temperature regulation can also be used to control temperature in a

filler fluid zone.

7.6 Droplet Actuator Structure with Surfactant Layers

Key parameters for maintaining the stability of the oil film in a droplet actuator include

interfacial tension between the oil film (i.e., oil phase) and the surface of the droplet

actuator (i.e., solid phase), and interfacial tension between liquid (i.e., aqueous phase) and

the surface of the droplet actuator, the viscosity of the oil phase, the applied voltage, and

the size of the gap between the top and bottom substrates of the droplet actuator.



Figure 1 illustrates a side view of a portion of a droplet actuator 100, showing an oil film

between the droplet and the surfaces of the droplet actuator. Droplet actuator 100 may

include a bottom substrate 110 that is separated from a top substrate 114 by a gap 118. A

set of droplet operations electrodes 116, e.g., electrowetting electrodes, are arranged, for

example, on bottom substrate 110. The droplet operations electrodes 116 are arranged for

conducting droplet operations.

A hydrophobic layer 120 is disposed on the surface of bottom substrate 110 that is facing

gap 118 (i.e., atop droplet operations electrodes 116). Similarly, another hydrophobic

layer 120 is disposed on the surface of top substrate 114 that is facing gap 118.

Hydrophobic layer 120 may be formed of, for example, a fluorinated hydrophobic

coating, a hydrocarbon coating, a silicone coating, and/or an organic hydrophobic coating.

Hydrophobic layer 120 has an affinity for an oil filler fluid 132 that is in gap 118.

Hydrophobic layer 120 repels aqueous liquids, such as aqueous droplets that may be

present along gap 118.

In one example, a droplet 128 may be present in gap 118 of droplet actuator 100. Droplet

128 may, for example, be a droplet of sample fluid or a reagent. Oil filler fluid 132 may,

for example, be low-viscosity oil, such as silicone oil. Oil filler fluid 132 fills gap 118

and surrounds droplet 128. As droplet 128 moves along gap 118, an oil film 134 of oil

filler fluid 132 forms between droplet 128 and the surfaces of droplet actuator 100. The

stability of oil film 134 of oil filler fluid 132 that separates droplet 128 from hydrophobic

layers 120 is important for optimum operation of droplet actuator 100. The stability of oil

film 134 may be increased, for example, by decreasing the interfacial tension between oil

filler fluid 132 and the surfaces within droplet actuator 100. In one embodiment,

interfacial tension between oil filler fluid 132 (oil phase) and the surfaces within droplet

actuator 100 (solid phase) may be modified by the addition of a surfactant to the oil filler

fluid 132 within droplet actuator 100. An example of a droplet actuator that has

additional filler fluid is described in more detail in Figure 2A and 2B.

Figure 2 illustrate side views of a portion of a droplet actuator 200 that includes filler

fluid 132 including multilayered surfactants 210 and 220 for improving the stability of oil

film 132. Droplet actuator 200 is substantially the same as droplet actuator 100 of Figure

1, except that surfactant layers 210 and 220 are illustrated within filler fluid 132.

Surfactant layers 210 and 220 may improve stability of the oil film 134. Thicknesses of



the surfactant layers 210 and 220 are not to scale. Top substrate 114 and top surfactant

layers 210 and 210 are illustrated, but are not required. Filler fluid 132 substantially fills

gap 118, but complete filling of the gap with filler fluid 132 is not required.

In one embodiment, filler fluid 132 may include first surfactant layer 210 and a second

surfactant layer 132. First surfactant layer 210 may be generally oriented atop

hydrophobic layer 120. Second surfactant layer 132 may be generally oriented atop first

surfactant layer 210. It will be appreciated that in addition to the layers illustrated, some

portion of one or both surfactants may be distributed elsewhere in filler fluid 132.

Droplet 128 provides an aqueous phase for conducting droplet operations mediated by

electrodes 116. Droplet 128 may be partially surrounded by filler fluid 132.

Alternatively, droplet 128 may be substantially surrounded by filler fluid 132.

In one embodiment, hydrophobic layer 120 includes a fluorinated hydrophobic coating.

In a related embodiment, hydrophobic layer 120 includes a fluorinated hydrophobic

coating and first surfactant 210 includes a fluorinated oil. In another related embodiment,

hydrophobic layer 120 includes a fluorinated hydrophobic coating, first surfactant 210

includes a fluorinated surfactant, and second surfactant 220 includes an oleophilic oil.

In another embodiment, hydrophobic layer 120 includes a hydrocarbon, a silicone, and/or

an organic hydrophobic coating. In a related embodiment, hydrophobic layer 120

includes a hydrocarbon, a silicone, and/or an organic hydrophobic coating and first

surfactant 210 includes fluorinated surafactant. In another related embodiment,

hydrophobic layer 120 includes a hydrocarbon, a silicone, and/or an organic hydrophobic

coating; surfactant 210 includes a fluorinated surfactant, and second surfactant 210

includes a fluorinated surfactant.

Examples of suitable oleophilic surfactants include, without limitation, sugar esters, such

as sorbitan fatty acid esters (e.g., sorbitantrioleate, sorbitantrilaurate, sorbitantripalmitate,

sorbitantristearate and sorbitantrisesquioleate) and sucrose fatty acid esters; glycerin fatty

acid esters; and fatty acid monoglycerides.

Examples of suitable fluorinated surfactants include, without limitation, 1H,1H,2H,2H-

perfluoro- 1-decanol and lH,lH,2H,2H-perfluoro-l-octanol; as well as perfluorinated

surfactants, such as perfluorodecanoic acid and perfluorododecanoic acid. A list of



fluorinated surfactants is available in Chapter 1 "Fluorinated Surfactants and Repellents"

By Erik Kissa, Published by CRC Press, 2001, the entire disclosure of which is

incorporated herein by reference. Other suitable fluorinated surfactants are described in

Michael Terrazas & Rudi Dams, "A new generation of fluorosurfactants," Speciality

Chemicals Magazine, March 2004, vol 24 no 3, the entire disclosure of which is

incorporated herein by reference.

7.7 Filler Fluid Viscosity

The stability of the oil film may be increased by increasing the interfacial tension between

droplet 128 (the aqueous phase) and hydrophobic layer 120 (the solid phase). In one

embodiment, the invention comprises selecting an oil filler fluid having sufficiently high

viscosity to maintain the integrity of the oil film during the conduct of one or more

droplet operations.

7.8 Gap Height

Increasing the size of gap 118, i.e., the distance between bottom substrate 110 and top

substrate 114, results in a decrease in the interfacial tension between the oil phase and

solid phase, which increases the stability of the oil film. The invention may comprise

selecting a gap height which is sufficiently large relative to the unit droplet size to

maintain the integrity of the oil film during the conduct of one or more droplet operations.

The unit droplet size is roughly the size of a droplet operations electrode. In one

embodiment, top substrate 114 may be omitted altogether.

7.9 Droplet Actuator Structure with Barriers

Lengthy electrode activation may be detrimental to oil film stability. Consequently, it

may be useful in some cases to minimize the length of time that an electrode is activated.

Current techniques activate an electrode to move a droplet into place atop the electrode

and to retain the droplet in place. The invention includes a technique whereby electrode

activation is used to move a droplet into place, while physical barriers are used to retain

the droplet in place. In this manner, the duration of electrode activation may be limited to

the duration necessary to move the droplet into place.



Figure 3 illustrates a side view of a portion of a droplet actuator 300 that includes

physical structures for droplet retention. Droplet actuator 300 may be substantially the

same as droplet actuator 100 of Figure 1, except for the inclusion of barriers 310 on, for

example, the surface of top substrate 114 that is facing gap 118. Barriers 310 may be

physical structures that are placed approximately at the edges of or between droplet

operations electrodes 116. Barriers 310 may be formed by, for example, embossing.

Barriers 310 are designed to permit droplet transport, while at the same time hinder

droplet drift in the absence of an activated electrode. Other types of physical features

may be used so long as they permit droplet transport, while at the same time hinder

droplet drift in the absence of an activated electrode.

In operation, droplet operations electrodes 116 of droplet actuator 300 may be activated to

transport droplet 128. Subsequent to transport of droplet 128, droplet operations

electrode 116 may be deactivated. Droplet 128 is then prevented by barriers 310 from

drifting away from droplet operations electrode 116. Barriers 310 are provided in order to

retain droplet 128 on a certain droplet operations electrode 116 even in the absence of an

applied electrowetting voltage. As a result, the presence of barriers 310 allows the

applied electrowetting voltage to be removed and/or reduced upon completion of the

droplet operations, thereby helping to maintain the stability of the oil film.

7.10 Adjustable Electrowetting Voltages in a Droplet Actuator

Modulating the voltage used to perform droplet operations may assist in maintaining the

stability of the oil film. In general, minimizing the voltage level of the electrowetting

voltage and/or the duration that the voltage is applied during droplet operations may be

beneficial for maintaining the stability of the oil film.

Embodiments of the invention may utilize certain feedback mechanisms for monitoring

droplet operations and adjusting the electrowetting voltage accordingly. Using

substantially continuous feedback mechanisms permits voltage duration to be reduced to

the duration necessary to carry out a certain droplet operation. In one example,

capacitance detection may be used as the substantially continuous feedback mechanism.

Examples of capacitance feedback mechanisms suitable for use in the present invention

are described in International Patent Application No. PCT/US08/54134, entitled

"Capacitance Detection in a Droplet Microactuator," filed on February 15, 2008, the



entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference. In another example, an

optical feedback system, such as a camera in combination with image processing

technologies, may be used as the substantially continuous feedback mechanism.

Examples of using adjustable electrowetting voltages to help maintain the stability of the

oil film are described with reference to Figures 4A, 4B, 4C, and 5.

Figure 4A illustrates a side view of a portion of a droplet actuator 400. This portion of

droplet actuator 400 includes a droplet transport region that requires a certain

electrowetting voltage for transporting droplets. Droplet actuator 400 may include a

bottom substrate 410. Bottom substrate 410 may be separated from a top substrate 414 by

a gap 418. The transport region of droplet actuator 400 may include a line or path of

droplet operations electrodes 416 (e.g., electrowetting electrodes) that may be associated

with bottom substrate 410. One or more droplets 428 may be contained in gap 118 of

droplet actuator 400. In order to transport droplets 428 along droplet operations

electrodes 416, a certain electrowetting voltage is applied. For example, an

electrowetting voltage V l from about 125 volts to about 175 volts (e.g., about 150 volts)

may be sufficient for transporting droplets along droplet operations electrodes 416.

Figure 4B illustrates a side view of another portion of droplet actuator 400. This portion

of droplet actuator 400 includes an on-chip reservoir that requires a certain electrowetting

voltage for dispensing droplets. An on-chip reservoir electrode 420 may be disposed on

bottom substrate 410. On-chip reservoir electrode 420 may be arranged in association

with the line or path of droplet operations electrodes 416. On-chip reservoir electrode

420 is illustrated as being larger than droplet operations electrodes 416, but may be the

same size or smaller. In some cases, on-chip reservoir electrode 420 is simply replaced

with another droplet operations electrode 416.

Droplets may be dispensed from on-chip reservoir electrode 420 onto the droplet

operations electrodes 416. More specifically, a volume of sample fluid 424 is provided at

on-chip reservoir electrode 420. Droplets, such as a droplet 428, may be dispensed from

sample fluid 424 by applying a certain electrowetting voltage. For example, an

electrowetting voltage V2 from about 150 volts to about 200 volts (e.g., about 175 volts)

may be sufficient for dispensing droplets from on-chip reservoir electrode 420.



Figure 4C illustrates a side view of yet another portion of droplet actuator 400. This

portion of droplet actuator 400 includes an off-chip reservoir that requires yet another

electrowetting voltage for dispensing droplets. A substrate 420, such a plastic substrate,

is mounted atop top substrate 414. Substrate 420 includes a well 434 for holding a

volume of fluid 424. Well 434 is substantially aligned with an opening 415 in top

substrate 414. Additionally, the opening in top substrate 414 is substantially aligned with

an reservoir electrode 422, which may be disposed on bottom substrate 410. Reservoir

electrode 422 may be arranged in sufficient proximity to one or more electrodes in the

line or path of droplet operations electrodes 416 such that the one or more electrodes may

be used to conduct one or more droplet operations using fluid 424 introduced into gap

418 via opening 415. Reservoir electrode 422 is illustrated as being larger than droplet

operations electrodes 416, but may be the same size or smaller. In some cases, reservoir

electrode 422 is simply replaced with another droplet operations electrode 416. The fluid

path from well 434 into gap 418 permits reservoir electrode 422 to interact with fluid 424.

Fluid 424 may, for example, be a wash fluid or a sample fluid.

In this example, wash droplets may be dispensed from reservoir electrode 422 onto the

droplet operations electrode 416. More specifically, a volume of fluid 424 is provided at

reservoir electrode 422. Droplets 428, which may be wash droplets, may be dispensed

from fluid 424 by applying a certain electrowetting voltage. For example, an

electrowetting voltage V3 from about 200 volts to about 250 volts (e.g., about 225 volts)

may be sufficient for dispensing droplets from reservoir electrode 422.

Referring to Figures 4A, 4B, and 4C, a higher voltage may be required to pull fluid into

the gap and to subsequently dispense droplets from an reservoir electrode (e.g., V3 of

Figure 3C) as compared with an on-chip reservoir electrode (e.g., V2 of Figure 3B), and

as compared to the droplet transport operations (e.g., V l of Figure 3A). In another

example, even lower voltages (e.g., VO) than the voltage V l that is sufficient for droplet

transport may be required to prevent droplet drift (i.e., keeping a droplet in place).

Voltage requirements for the different droplet operations of droplet actuator 400 may be

described as V O < V l < V2 < V3. Figures 4A, 4B, and 4C describe examples wherein

different voltage levels may be just sufficient (and with just sufficient time) to perform

the certain droplet operations, which may be beneficial for maintaining the stability of the

oil film. In one embodiment, the invention provides a droplet actuator configured for

applying a voltage to each electrode, wherein the voltage applied to each electrode is



selected to be optimized for the specific task being conducted by the electrode. In one

such embodiment, the voltages applied are V O< V l < V2 < V3, as described above.

Figure 5 illustrates a top view of droplet actuator 400 that is described in Figures 4A, 4B,

and 4C and illustrates regions that may require different voltages. For example, Figure 5

shows multiple lines or paths of droplet operations electrodes 416 along which droplets,

such as droplet 428, may be transported using, for example, electrowetting voltage Vl.

Additionally, on-chip reservoir electrode 420 is shown, from which droplets may be

dispensed using, for example, electrowetting voltage V2. Further, reservoir electrode 422

is shown, from which droplets may be dispensed using, for example, electrowetting

voltage V3. Feedback mechanisms (not shown), such as capacitance detection and

optical detection mechanisms, may be associated with droplet actuator 400 for monitoring

droplet operations. By monitoring the droplet operations in a substantially continuous

manner, the electrowetting voltage levels, the amount of time for applying the voltage

levels, the voltage shape (i.e., waveform), location at which to apply the voltage, and so

on, may be determined and controlled. For example, the minimum voltage and duration

may be applied to perform a transport operation. Then, once it has been determined that

the transport operation is complete, the voltage may be reduced or removed.

In one embodiment, different voltages may be applied to droplets having different

functions. For example, when transporting a sample droplet, smaller or minimum

voltages and voltage durations may be used to reduce contamination of the droplet

actuator surface. Subsequent cleaning droplets may be transported using higher voltages

in order to maximize contact of the cleaning droplet with the droplet actuator surface. In

other words, in some cases, disrupting the oil film may be useful, particularly for clean-up

purposes. It may also be useful to disrupt the oil film for depositing substances on a

surface of the droplet actuator. The oil film may be disrupted by increasing voltage

and/or voltage time. Further, the sample droplet may be followed by a low interfacial

tension cleaning droplet so that whatever rupture in the oil film that the sample droplet

may have caused is restored by the cleaning droplet, which picks up the contamination.

In this example, the cleaning droplet has about the same characteristics as the sample

droplet and, therefore, uses about the same voltage.



7.11 Droplet Phase Fluids

For examples of fluids that may be subjected to droplet operations using the approach of

the invention, see the patents listed in section 2, especially International Patent

Application No. PCT/US2006/047486, entitled, "Droplet-Based Biochemistry," filed on

December 11, 2006. In some embodiments, the fluid includes a biological sample, such

as whole blood, lymphatic fluid, serum, plasma, sweat, tear, saliva, sputum, cerebrospinal

fluid, amniotic fluid, seminal fluid, vaginal excretion, serous fluid, synovial fluid,

pericardial fluid, peritoneal fluid, pleural fluid, transudates, exudates, cystic fluid, bile,

urine, gastric fluid, intestinal fluid, fecal samples, fluidized tissues, fluidized organisms,

biological swabs and biological washes. In some embodiment, the fluid includes a

reagent, such as water, deionized water, saline solutions, acidic solutions, basic solutions,

detergent solutions and/or buffers. In some embodiments, the fluid includes a reagent,

such as a reagent for a biochemical protocol, such as a nucleic acid amplification

protocol, an affinity-based assay protocol, a sequencing protocol, and/or a protocol for

analyses of biological fluids.

The fluids may include one or more magnetically responsive and/or non-magnetically

responsive beads. Examples of droplet actuator techniques for immobilizing magnetic

beads and/or non-magnetic beads are described in the foregoing international patent

applications and in Sista, et al., U.S. Patent Application No. 60/900,653, entitled

"Immobilization of Magnetically-responsive Beads During Droplet Operations," filed on

February 9, 2007; Sista et al., U.S. Patent Application No. 60/969,736, entitled "Droplet

Actuator Assay Improvements," filed on September 4, 2007; and Allen et al., U.S. Patent

Application No. 60/957,717, entitled "Bead Washing Using Physical Barriers," filed on

August 24, 2007, the entire disclosures of which is incorporated herein by reference.

8 Concluding Remarks

The foregoing detailed description of embodiments refers to the accompanying drawings,

which illustrate specific embodiments of the invention. Other embodiments having

different structures and operations do not depart from the scope of the present invention.

The term "the invention" or the like is used with reference to certain specific examples of

the many alternative aspects or embodiments of the applicants' invention set forth in this

specification, and neither its use nor its absence is intended to limit the scope of the

applicants' invention or the scope of the claims. This specification is divided into



sections for the convenience of the reader only. Headings should not be construed as

limiting of the scope of the invention. The definitions are intended as a part of the

description of the invention. It will be understood that various details of the present

invention may be changed without departing from the scope of the present invention.

Furthermore, the foregoing description is for the purpose of illustration only, and not for

the purpose of limitation.



THE CLAIMS

We claim:

1. A droplet actuator comprising:

(a) a substrate comprising electrodes arranged for conducting droplet

operations on a droplet operations surface of the substrate;

(b) a filler fluid phase in contact with the droplet operations surface at least

partially surrounding a droplet phase comprising a droplet arranged on

one or more of the electrodes, the filler fluid phase being divided by one

or more physical barriers into zones; and

(c) an opening in the one or more physical barriers for transporting the

droplet phase from one zone to another.

2. The droplet actuator of claim 1 wherein the electrodes comprise electrodes

arranged for transporting the droplet phase along the droplet operations surface

from one zone to another via the opening in the one or more physical barriers.

3. The droplet actuator of claim 1 wherein one or more of the zones is associated

with a temperature control element configured to control filler fluid temperature

in the zone.

4. The droplet actuator of claim 1 wherein the zones comprise:

(a) a base filler fluid zone comprising a base filler fluid, the base filler fluid

zone extending to a region of the droplet actuator that is not sufficiently

heated to render droplet operations in the base filler fluid substantially

ineffective for their intended purpose; and

(b) a heat stable filler fluid zone comprising a heat stable filler fluid, the heat

stable filler fluid zone extending to a region of the droplet actuator that is



sufficiently heated to render droplet operations in the base filler fluid

substantially ineffective for their intended purpose;

5. The droplet actuator of claim 4 wherein the heat stable filler fluid comprises

hexadecane.

6. The droplet actuator of claim 4 wherein the base filler fluid comprises a silicone

oil.

7. The droplet actuator of claim 1 wherein the opening is sealed with a wax plug.

8. The droplet actuator of claim 1 wherein the barrier comprises a heating element.

9. A droplet actuator comprising:

(a) a droplet operations substrate;

(b) an oil based filler fluid on the droplet operations substrate; and

(c) a droplet in contact with the oil based filler fluid forming an oil-droplet

interface, the droplet comprising an aqueous soluble additive that has a

hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) in the range of about 10 to about 20.

10. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive has an HLB in the range of

about 11 to about 20.

11. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive has an HLB in the range of

about 12 to about 20.

12. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive has an HLB in the range of

about 13 to about 20.

13. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive has an HLB in the range of

about 14 to about 20.



14. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive has an HLB in the range of

about 15 to about 20.

15. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises polysorbate 20.

16. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises TRITON® X-

100.

17. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises DMSO.

18. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive is present in an amount

sufficient to interfere with adsorption, partitioning and/or carryover such that the

adsorption, partitioning and/or carryover is reduced relative to the adsorption,

partitioning and/or carryover in the absence of the additive.

19. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive is present in an amount

sufficient to enhance a droplet operation relative to a corresponding droplet

actuator system lacking the additive.

20. The droplet actuator of any of the foregoing claims 9 and following wherein

concentration of the additive is in the range of from about 001% to about 0.2% by

volume.

2 1. The droplet actuator of any of the foregoing claims 9 and following wherein

concentration of the additive is in the range of from about 0.005% to about 0.1%

by volume.

22. The droplet actuator of any of the foregoing claims 9 and following wherein

concentration of the additive is in the range of from about 0.01% to about 0.08%

by volume.

23. The droplet actuator of any of the foregoing claims 9 and following wherein the

droplet comprises DMSO.



24. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises DMSO in a

concentration ranging from about 0.01% to about 5% by volume.

25. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises DMSO in a

concentration ranging from about 0. 1% to about 2% by volume.

26. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises DMSO in a

concentration ranging from about 0.5% to about 1% by volume.

27. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises an additive

selected from the group consisting of 1,3 -propanediol; 1,4-butanediol; 1,5-

pentanediol; 2,2,2- trifluoroethanol; 2-propanol; 3-mercaptopropionic acid; acetic

acid; butyl chloride; chloroform (with ethanol, e.g., 1% ethanol); diethylene

glycol; dimethyl sulfoxide; dimethylformamide; ethanol; ethylene glycol;

formamide; formic acid; glycerol; isoamyl alcohol; mercaptoethanol; methanol;

N,N-dimethlyformamide; N-methlyacetamide; phenol; pyridine; triethanolamine;

triethylene glycol; and trifluoroacetic acid.

28. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises a partially

fluorinated surfactants.

29. The droplet actuator of claim 28 wherein the partially fluorinated surfactant

comprises 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro- 1-decanol and/or 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro- 1-

octanol.

30. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises a perfluorinated

surfactant.

31. The droplet actuator of claim 30 wherein the perfluorinated surfactant comprises

perfluorodecanoic acid and/or perfluorododecanoic acid.

32. The droplet actuator of claim 9 wherein the additive comprises an aqueous

soluble fluorinated surfactant.



33. The droplet actuator of any of the foregoing claims 9 and following, wherein the

droplet further comprises water soluble particles.

34. The droplet actuator of claim 33 wherein the particles comprise polystyrene

particles.

35. The droplet actuator of any of claims 33 and following, wherein the particles are

provided in an amount that enhances mixing within the droplet and/or reduces

accumulation of surfactant molecules at the interface.

36. The droplet actuator of any of claims 33 and following, wherein the particles

accumulate at the oil-droplet interface.

37. The droplet actuator of any of claims 33 and following, wherein the particles

reduce accumulation of surfactants at the oil-droplet interface keeping the

surfactant within the aqueous phase.

38. The droplet actuator of any of claims 33 and following, wherein the particles do

not bind to a significant quantity of a target substance.

39. The droplet actuator of any of the foregoing claims 9 and following wherein the

droplet is submerged in the filler fluid.

40. The droplet actuator of any of the foregoing claims 9 and following comprising

an oil soluble additive in the filler fluid.

41. The droplet actuator of claim 40 wherein the oil soluble additive is selected for

reducing loss of target droplet phase components from the droplet.

42. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises a nonionic low HLB (hydrophile-lipophile balance) surfactant.

43. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB is less than about 10.

44. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB is less than about 5.



45. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

10.

46. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

9.

47. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

48. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

7.

49. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

6.

50. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

5.

51. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

10.

52. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

9.

53. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

54. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

7.

55. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

6.

56. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

5.



57. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

10.

58. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

9.

59. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

60. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

7.

61. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

6.

62. The droplet actuator of claim 42, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

5.

63. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Triton X-15.

64. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 85.

65. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 65.

66. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 83.

67. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 80.

68. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 60.



69. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises a fluorinated surfactant.

70. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive is present in an amount ranging from about 0.001% to about 0.3% by

volume.

71. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive is present in an amount ranging from about 0.005% to about 0.2% by

volume.

72. The droplet actuator of any of claims 40 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive is present in an amount ranging from about 0.05% to about 0.2% by

volume.

73. A droplet actuator comprising:

(a) a droplet operations substrate;

(b) an oil based filler fluid on the droplet operations substrate; and

(c) a droplet in contact with the oil based filler fluid forming an oil-droplet

interface, the droplet comprising:

(i) an aqueous soluble additive; and

(ii) water soluble particles that do not bind to a significant quantity

of a target substance.

74. The droplet actuator of claim 73 wherein the particles comprise polystyrene

particles.

75. The droplet actuator of any of claims 73 and following, wherein the particles are

provided in an amount that enhances mixing within the droplet and/or reduces

accumulation of surfactant molecules at the interface.



76. The droplet actuator of any of claims 73 and following, wherein the particles

accumulate at the oil-droplet interface.

77. The droplet actuator of any of claims 73 and following, wherein the particles

reduce accumulation of surfactants at the oil-droplet interface keeping the

surfactant within the aqueous phase

78. A droplet actuator comprising:

(a) a droplet operations substrate;

(b) an oil based filler fluid on the droplet operations substrate comprising an

oil soluble additive in the filler fluid; and

(c) a droplet in contact with the oil based filler fluid.

79. The droplet actuator of claim 78 wherein the oil soluble additive is selected for

reducing loss of target droplet phase components from the droplet.

80. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises a nonionic low HLB (hydrophile-lipophile balance) surfactant.

81. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB is less than about 10.

82. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB is less than about 5.

83. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

10.

84. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

9.

85. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about



86. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

7.

87. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

6.

88. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 2 to about

5.

89. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

10.

90. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

9.

91. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

92. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

7.

93. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

6.

94. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 3 to about

5.

95. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

10.

96. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

9.

97. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about



98. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

7.

99. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

6.

100. The droplet actuator of claim 80, wherein the HLB ranges from about 4 to about

5.

101. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Triton X-15.

102. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 85.

103. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 65.

104. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 83.

105. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 80.

106. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises Span 60.

107. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises a fluorinated surfactant.

108. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive is present in an amount ranging from about 0.001% to about 0.3% by

volume.



109. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive is present in an amount ranging from about 0.005% to about 0.2% by

volume.

110. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive is present in an amount ranging from about 0.05% to about 0.2% by

volume.

111. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises an oil soluble fluorinated surfactant.

112. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises oleophilic and hydrophilic groups.

113. The droplet actuator of claim 112 wherein the oil soluble additive comprises a

hydrocarbon or silicone oleophilic group.

114. The droplet actuator of claim 112 wherein the oil soluble additive comprises one

or more fluorinated groups.

115. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises an additive selected from the group consisting of: Tetronic

701, Tetronic 901, Tetronic 70R2, Tetronic 150R4, Tetronic 1 1ORl, Tetronic

1301, Tetronic 150Rl, Tetronix 1502, Pluronic 25Rl, Pluronic LlOl, Pluronic

L61, Pluronic L81, Plurafac A-24, by BASF; IGEPAL CA-210 and IGEPAL CO-

210 by GEF; and SPAN 60, SPAN 65, SPAN 80, SPAN 85, ARLACEL 60,

ARLACEL 83, BRIJ 52, BRIJ 93, ATMUL 500, ARSURF 2802, by ICI.

116. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises an additive selected from the group consisting of: PolyFox

PF-636, 6320, 656, 6520, 651, 652; Masurf FS-910, FS-1400, FS-1900; FC-4432

by 3M; FMS- 141, FMS-736, FMS- 121; Zonyl 8857 and Zonyl FTS.

117. The droplet actuator of any of claims 78 and following, wherein the oil soluble

additive comprises a fluorinated surfactant.
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